INDIAN AIR FORCE CHOOSE GLOBAL INSTITUTES AS NODAL
CENTRE FOR IPEV DRIVE
Global Institutes, Amritsar has been chosen as a Nodal centre by Indian Air Force to
organize “IPEV Road Drive” at its campus. Around 500 students from Global
Institutes along with the students from other schools/colleges all over the region
participated in this drive. Under this initiative, Indian Air Force is organizing special
induction road drives in various part of the country to reach out to students towards
enhancing the awareness of Indian Air Force. Indian Air Force has developed a
special “Induction publicity exhibition vehicle” (IPEV). It is specially modified vehicle
(make - VOLVO) to showcase various aspects of Indian Air Force and a medium to
bring the Indian Air Force to the doorstep of the candidates /aspirants across the
country. The IPEV showcases career related information, life and training in the IAF,
its assets including flying simulator and Glasstron to experience various facets of the
IAF.
During this IPEV drive Wing Commander Deepak Mohapatra, Squadron Leader
Retaish Wali, Flight Lieutenant Sohan Landge and their team visited Global Institutes
and interacted with the students. While interacting with the students they made
them motivated to opt Indian Air Force as one of the career prospect. In addition to
that the visited team of Indian Air Force also made the students aware about the
future prospects in the Indian Air Force. All the students were delighted to see the
IPEV Vehicle along with the Flying Simulator at Global Institutes, Amritsar.
Vice Chairman Dr. Akashdeep Singh Chandi thanked officers from Indian Air Force
for visiting Global Institutes and said that at Global Institutes, we are also aiming to
motivate our students to serve the nation by joining Indian Air Force. On this
occasion, he also proudly highlighted the name of Flying Officer Mohana Singh,
alumna of Global Institutes, who is one of the first ever women fighter pilot of
Indian Air Force.
While interacting, Director Dr. Rajesh Goel encouraged the participating students to
take part in these kinds of great and informative opportunities and said that these
kind of interactive sessions help them to motivate to serve their mother land and
bring more laurels to their alma mater.

